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What does a new car, an overseas trip, sending your kids to study abroad and an early
retirement (as a few examples of potentially many wish list items) have in common? The
answer is not ‘figments of imagination’. Every day, ordinary people all over the world
are checking off items from their wish list. Why are they able to do this? What weaves
wish list items together and sees to their subsequent realisation, is a plan. Think about
it, behind every success story – be it weight loss, finishing the Comrades marathon,
graduating, raising children and of course successful retirement – is a plan.

Research shows that those who have a quality relationship with an
accredited financial advisor are 60% more likely to achieve their financial
goals. In a country where just 5% of the population can afford to retire and
maintain living standards, a 60% boost is a gift we should all open our arms
to.
The old adage, ‘failing to plan is planning to fail’ rings true not just for
financial planning but all planning. Unless one has inherited or has access
to unlimited wealth, one will certainly need a plan to achieve financial
freedom and to check those wish list items off the list. The excuse that only
the rich can achieve financial freedom is a lie many believe and sadly creates
the perceived barrier which stops so many from beginning the process of
implementing a plan.
The truth is that most of us don’t know where to begin; we spend badly and
fail to get our money working for our benefit. It’s like trying to start a diet
using just wishful thinking; failure is guaranteed. A good plan shows us our
potential, it shows what can be achieved by following the steps. However,
potential has a shelf life and every year we fail to implement our plan and
the path to our goals gets steeper and steeper until eventually, it is too late.

“A good plan shows us our potential...”
EN AVANT
A French ballet term describing a dance step requiring dancers
to move forward and onwards.
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FINANCIAL ADVISOR
The role of a financial advisor, one who draws up your financial freedom blueprint is often overlooked in a world where
asset management and big returns are all the hype. A big return is always exciting, but what good is a return misspent?
A sound financial advisor will rationalise the world of asset management and guide your wealth along the correct
channels so that you may realise your goals. Critical financial aspects that a good advisor will school you on include:
•

RETIREMENT. You need to know how much will be required and how you can achieve the golden value. If
structured correctly, you may even be able to shave off a few years and retire early.

•

WHAT TYPE OF INVESTMENTS ARE SUITABLE? There are literally hundreds of thousands of portfolios and
structures which house them out there. Unless you are a well-versed investor, you’ll need a qualified advisor to
declutter the chaotic sphere of investments. Structuring a portfolio correctly can shave years off of your working
life and enhance your retirement capital significantly.

•

LIFE GOALS. What makes life exciting is that it isn’t a straight road, there are downhills, uphills curves, bumps and
at times ‘stop-goes’. Wives need to be wooed, children need to be schooled, lawnmowers need to be replaced,
Ireland needs to be seen… the list goes on. A qualified advisor will make provisions for the downhills, uphills
bumps, curves and said ‘stop-goes’ in your plan.

•

TAX! One of the most complicated areas in the financial universe is tax. There are simple changes that can be made
today, which will make your path to financial freedom significantly easier. A pedigree financial advisor can share
these tips with you; you need only to ask how.

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.”

“To invest with success, you must be a long-term investor.”
- Johan Clifton Bogle
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Your wish list is valuable so treat it with respect and care. Don’t let fear and excuses prevent you from taking a shot at
living your best life. Without a plan in place, your wish list will turn out to be nothing more than wishful thinking.

We have a stable of accredited and highly experienced financial
advisors at GraySwan who know how important your dreams are.
The beginning of your journey is literally one step away.
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